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ABSTRACT
Steered Mixture-of-Experts (SMoE) is a novel framework for representing multidimensional image modalities.
In this paper, we propose a coding methodology for SMoE models that is readily extendable to any dimensional
SMoE model, thus representing any image modality of any dimension. We evaluate the coding performance of
SMoE models of light field video, a 5D image modality, i.e. time, two angular, and two spatial dimensions. The
coding consists of the exploiting the redundancy between the parameters of SMoE models, i.e. a set of multivari-
ate Gaussian distributions. We compare the performance of three multi-view HEVC (MV-HEVC) configurations
that differ in terms of random access. Each subaperture view from the light field video is interpreted as a single
view in MV-HEVC. Experiments validate that excellent coding performance compared to MV-HEVC for low- to
midrange bitrates in terms of PSNR and SSIM with bitrate savings up to 75%.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The consumption of virtual reality (VR) for camera captured content (e.g. 360◦video) is lagging behind on
the use of VR experiences of computer generated scenes (e.g. in computer games and edutainment software).
360◦ video allows only rotational head movements around three perpendicular axes for the viewer, but disregards
any translational movements in the same 3D coordinate space. To attain the sense of freedom of computer
generated VR content, Six Degrees-of-Freedom (6DoF) are required, i.e. three translational movements (walking
around and small sideways head movements) combined with three rotational movements (head rotations and
tilts). Perceived as a virtual reality by humans when combined, the rendered 2D images are actually processed
versions of the higher-dimensional light data that surrounds us. The high-dimensional space is defined by the
5D plenoptic function.1 However, when there are no occlusions (i.e. “open space” assumption), the 5D space
can be reduced to the 4D light field.2,3 This assumption does not hold for 6DoF in large scenes, however, at the
moment this is a widely used simplification.3
One promising novel methodology that aims for the representation of multidimensional image modalities
has been introduced, namely Steered Mixture-of-Experts (SMoE). It directly models the underlying plenoptic
function in a continuous, analytical form, or a lower-dimensional projection of this function.1 It does so by
identifying coherent regions in the coordinate space of the samples and optimizes local linear regressors for that
segment in the coordinate space. The total regression corresponds to a smoothed piecewise linear approximation
of the plenoptic function (or of a lower-dimensional projection). Currently, SMoE has been successfully applied
for images, video, and static 4D light fields for coding, with competitive rate-distortion (RD) results for low- to
mid-level bitrates.4–6 The local regressors currently reported are only linear and thus modeling very high spatial
frequencies is challenging, however, the theory does not limit the nature of the local regressors and further
developments are an active area of research. Recently, work has been published on the modeling and rendering
of SMoE models for light field video, however, without coding.7,8 The goal of this paper is to revise and generalize
previous SMoE coding methods and compare with the state-of-the-art in terms of RD-performance.
Evidently, SMoE has proven its potential by presenting beneficial properties for the distribution of 6DoF
visual content compared to traditional image coding methods.7–11 For instance, in the case of rendering it has
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three important properties. Firstly, view-rendering is very lightweight and pixels are coded independent from one
another. Secondly, SMoE is a space-continuous representation, thus rendering at arbitrary resolution consists of
merely sampling this function. Finally, all local light information in a certain point in the physical space is also
localized in the SMoE model.
Digital image and video compression techniques have been an important field of research since the 1950s.
Standardized image and video coders typically rely on a transform step (e.g. wavelet or DCT) and Differential
Pulse-Code Modulation (DPCM) (e.g. intra-prediction, and motion compensation). As a result, the current
state-of-the-art coders like High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) are based on hybrid transform/DPCM coding
schemes which consist mainly of the above mentioned techniques.12 The serial nature of these old paradigms (e.g.,
intra-prediction) makes it impossible to really achieve pixel-level parallelism which is more and more desirable
for modern hardware architectures. Furthermore, traditional coding schemes based on dense sample/coefficient
grids do not scale easily towards higher dimensional image modalities. Each dimension that is added (e.g.
time dimension in video, or two angular dimensions in 4D light fields) lets the amount of samples to be stored
grow exponentially with the dimensionality of the image modality. Multi-view HEVC (MV-HEVC) has been
introduced as an HEVC extension for coding 3D and multi-view video.13 There have been many multi-view video
coding research efforts for trying to efficiently code light field video. Conventionally, multi-view coding (MVC) is
using the MV-HEVC extension for coding light field video by treating each subaperture view as a different video
sequence. On the other hand, multi-view coding plus depth (MVD) is using the 3D-HEVC extension for coding
light field video by treating a central view as a video sequence and the rest subaperture views as disparity maps
(depth maps).14
The Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) has started efforts to standardize a 6DoF video format by the
year 2021.15 They aim at a process with two phases: (1) identifying the most important 2D views, and (2) rely on
view synthesis methods to render other 2D views at decoder side. The identified views are expected to be coded
using the same hybrid DPCM/transform coding approaches.16 We claim that there are two main concerns. First,
the view synthesis may require considerable computational complexity at the decoder side. Secondly, the serial
nature of the paradigms is far from optimal as the prediction order is much less evident. In video coding, frames
can be buffered if a logical order exists between them, e.g. when the frames are time-consecutive. However,
considering the freedom to select a particular point of view in a 6DoF VR experience, no such logical order
exists. As such, buffering and differential coding become more challenging.
2. STEERED MIXTURE-OF-EXPERTS FOR LIGHT FIELD VIDEO
Steered Mixture-of-Experts (SMoE) is a novel framework for approximation of image modalities with many
applications, such as image modality coding, scale conversion (e.g. frame interpolation), and image description
(e.g. depth estimation). An in-depth overview about SMoE for images and static 4D light fields is presented in
Verhack et al.11 Due to the sparse structure in SMoE, it is readily extensible towards higher dimensional image
modalities, such as 6DoF content. This is in stark contrast to traditional image coding schemes which rely on
dense sample-grid structures. Moreover, SMoE departs significantly from the conventional coding methods by
operating in the spatial domain and thus not using any kind of transform coding. Instead of storing exactly
the samples or the transform coefficients that define the image, this method relies on modeling the underlying
generative function that could have given rise to the samples. Generally, this underlying function corresponds
to lower-dimensional projections of the plenoptic function.1
The function approximation of the underlying generative function is done by identifying coherent, stationary
regions in the image modality. Each segment is modeled using a single N -dimensional entity, which we call
a kernel or component. SMoE is based on the divide-and-conquer principle that is present in all Mixture-of-
Experts (MoE) approaches. These methods are well-known in machine learning.17 The input space (in SMoE
this is the coordinate space) is divided in multidimensional soft-segments/hyper-volumes using a gating function.
For images, such a segment is a (irregular) patch of pixels, for video this is a patch of pixels along frames.
Analoguously, for light fields, these are multidimensional patches of pixels along angular dimensions. Local
regressors (or experts) are sought that locally approximate the function optimally. The gating function then lets
experts collaborate in segments where they are trustworthy, i.e. these segments can overlap in areas.
(a) Original (b) JPEG (c) SMoE (d) 3D GMM (e) Topview (f) Softmax
Figure 1. An example of the modeling with 10 components and reconstruction of a 32x32 pixel crop from Lena (1(a)).
For a grayscale image, the coordinate space X is 2D and the colorspace Y is 1D. Modeling the joint probability function
of both X and Y using a Gaussian Mixture Model results in 3D Gaussian kernels (1(d)). Each kernel thus defines a 2D
gradient as the expert function (X 7→ Y ). The gating function is defined by the soft-segmentation (1(f)). Both JPEG
(1(b)) and SMoE (1(c)) are coded at 0.35 bpp.4
SMoE is based on the Bayesian, or “alternative” definition of the Mixture-of-Experts model.17 The Bayesian
Mixture-of-Experts approach jointly models the joint probability of the input space X and the output space Y
using a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). Each Gaussian kernel then simultaneously defines the gating function
(soft-segmentation of X) and the local regressors (through the conditional probability function Y |X). Although
recently, approaches have been proposed to separate the optimization of the gating and expert functions. In such
cases, the parametrization is not limited to GMMs.18 However, in this work, we assume the model takes on the
form of a GMM as it has been in all other cases.
In SMoE, where the input space is the coordinate space X (i.e. sample locations) and the output space is
the color space Y (i.e. sample amplitudes), one such Gaussian then corresponds to one kernel as mentioned
above. The gating function is thus defined by the probability that a coordinate belongs to a Gaussian, and each
Gaussian simultaneously defines an expert function, namely the conditional color amplitudes, given a coordinate.
In general, the SMoE allows to query the model at any sub-pixel coordinate to yield the most optimal amplitude
in a Bayesian interpretation.
SMoE thus arrives at a sparse representation. The whole image modality is represented as a set of Gaussian
kernels. These kernels are defined by their centers and their steering parameters. The coordinate space is 2D,
3D, 4D, and 5D in the case of respectively images, video, static and dynamic light fields.4–6 The color space
for color images is conventionally represented as a 3D space, e.g. RGB or YCbCr. As the Gaussians model the
joint probability of the coordinate and color space, we thus arrive at respectively 5D, 6D, 7D, and 8D Gaussian
kernels. The parameters of these kernels are typically estimated using computational efficient variations of the
Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm.19 Due to this likelihood optimization, kernels will steer along the
dimensions of the highest correlation, e.g., along spatial or temporal consistencies. Very promising MSE-based
modeling approaches to find the kernel parameters have been introduced recently.18,20 In this paper, however,
we work on likelihood optimized SMoE models without loss of generality.
Fig. 1 shows an example of the compression capability of the SMoE approach for coding a 32x32 pixel
crop of Lena at 0.35 bits/sample in comparison to JPEG at same rate. Clearly, the edges are reconstructed
with convincing quality and sharpness, using merely 10 components.4 In general, the framework achieves good
performance for low-to-mid bitrates compared to the state-of-the-art, which is considerable taking into account
the high difference in maturity. Fig. 2 illustrates a SMoE light field reconstruction using only 8960 kernels.6
Fig. 3 illustrates the high-level coding process. The encoding step thus relies on an iterative optimization
process similar to other machine learning approaches. Due to the specific structure of the data in image modal-
ities, many heuristics can be used to arrive at an efficient modeling scheme. The focus of this paper is the
coding of the model parameters. The parameters are decorrelated, quantized and further binarized by using an
arithmetic coder.6,11 For the remainder of this paper, we will provide the revised coding methodology applied
on SMoE models of light field video, without loss of generality. Finally, we will compare our proposed scheme
with MV-HEVC. For a more detailed elaboration on the mathematics and theory present in SMoE which are
needed for the modeling and reconstruction of the views from SMoE models, we refer the reader to the SMoE
work on 4D light fields.11
(a) Original (b) SMoE
Figure 2. Bikes21,22 light field example (K=8960), showing a central view with (a1, a2) = (7, 7). The original light field
has 15x15x626x434 samples. Consequently, each Gaussian kernel “covers” 6822 samples on average. (Mean PSNRYCbCr:
30.71 dB, mean SSIMY: 0.86, evaluation as in
21).




Figure 3. A high-level view of the encoding scheme based on SMoE. Acquired sample grids are being modeled into a set
of Gaussian kernels. In order to store this model only the parameters of these Gaussians need to be binarized. Decoding
then consists of unpacking the Gaussian parameters and rendering the desired view.
3. CODING OF SMOE MODELS
In this section, we will limit ourselves to the specific case of light field videos without loss of generality. Our
coordinate space X is thus 5D (time, two angular, and two spatial dimensions) and the color space is 3D (YCbCr).
Assume training data D = {xi,yi}Ni=1, with x ∈ X and y ∈ Y . In order to avoid confusion , we will use the
notation Y for the luma channel and Y for the output space. The joint probability density of coordinates and
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, and N (·) being the multivariate normal distribution.
The parameters of this model are thus Θ = [θ1, · · · , θK ], with θj = (πj ,µj , Rj), respectively being the priors,
centers, and covariances for each multivariate Gaussian kernel. However, not all of these parameters are being
coded as some are of no importance or off less importance. More specifically, we do not encode the 3 × 3 color
covariance matrix RYjYj as it is not necessary for the reconstruction, and we also exclude RXjY Cbj and RXjY Crj ,
i.e. the covariance of coordinates and chroma amplitudes Cb and Cr. As such, the color gradients are assumed
to be constant. We leave this out as the human visual system is less susceptible to changes in chroma values.
Each kernel at decoding side thus only has mean color value, but no color gradient. In previous works, the priors
π, had always been neglected and we assumed uniform priors at decoding side, i.e. πj = 1/K. However, in this
work, we have included the priors into the bitstream as they do have significant impact on the reconstruction
quality.
Figure 4. Codebook of size 64 (right) made from a set of 8960 2-D normalized covariances (left)11
The remaining parameters to be coded into the bitstream thus consist of: (πj ,µj , RXjXj , RXjY Yj
), i.e. re-
spectively the priors (scalar), the centers (5+3=8D), the covariance matrix in the coordinate space (5× 5) and
the covariance values of the coordinate space and the luma (Y) amplitudes (5D).
The main encoding strategy goes as follows:
1. For {RXjXj}Kj=1:
(a) Normalize all {RXjXj}Kj=1 to RXjXj = sjR̃XjXj with det(R̃XjXj ) = 1 and encode sj (determinant of
the original covariance) per kernel in the next step
(b) Build dictionary of L(< K) normalized covariance matrices {CXjXj}Li=1
(c) Encode dictionary separately analogously to (2.c)-(2.e)
2. For {(πj ,µj , RXjY Yj , sj)}
K
j=1:
(a) Sort kernels based on a greedy fashion along centers µj in order to minimize the distance between two
consecutive kernel centers
(b) Transform parameters to be laplacian distributed per parameter
(c) Merge all distributions on the same laplacian distribution with variances according to the importance
of the parameter
(d) Quantize the values uniformly
(e) Encode using a laplacian adaptive arithmetic coder
3.1 Coordinate covariance RXjXj quantization
As in related work,6,11 we employ a vector quantization-like method for coding the window covariance RXjXj .
We propose a minibatch EM-like algorithm based on the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence.11 As such, the
probability densities are compared, which are more informative than the covariance parameters. We normalize
all RXjXj by |RXjXj |(1/d). In the case of RXjXj for light field video, d equals 5. As such, the constructed
codebook contains normalized shapes with a determinant of one. The coding of the magnitude of the shape, i.e.
sj = |RXjXj |(1/d) is discussed in the next subsection.
The KL-divergence of two multivariate Gaussian distributions P ∼ N (µP , RP ) and Q ∼ N (µQ, RQ) is given
by
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As our data is normalized, |RP | and |RQ| equal one. Furthermore, the windows are assumed to be centered on
the origin, i.e. µP and µQ are zero. In order to obtain a symmetric similarity measure, we define our distance
as
dist(P,Q) =










Covariances are clustered around a centroid using dist(P,Q) and at each iteration the new centroid covariance
Cl is calculated as the mean covariance of the members of the cluster l and renormalized. Fig. 4 illustrates the
algorithm on a 2-D dataset.
This codebook is trained at encoder side, and transformed to ensure robustness. As each Cl is semi-positive
definite, Cl can be decomposed using Cholesky: Cl = A
TA. A is vectorized into a of length 15 in the case of
light field video. We thus arrive at a matrix of size L × 15. Next, we normalize all columns to have mean zero
and variance one. The real variances and means are sent as header information. Each column now is assumed
to follow the same distribution. We further quantize the values uniformly into bbook bits according to the limits
of each column. The limits and bbook are transmitted as header info. We assume the distribution to behave
laplacian. Using a laplacian adaptive arithmetic coder (as detailed in the next section), we entropy encode the
dictionary. Even though the laplacian assumption is not strictly true (some columns are only half-laplacian), we
found that it works well in practice. The resulting bits-per-symbol converges close to the entropy. Finally, at
decoder side, the multiplication ATA ensures the reconstructed covariance to be semi-positive definite again.
3.2 Kernel parameters (πj ,µj , RXjY Yj
, sj) quantization and arithmetic coding
3.2.1 Sorting and transformation to Laplace distributions
The centers µ = [µX ,µY ] are difference coded by defining a path that comprises every component exactly once
in a greedy fashion. Start with the component j closest to (0, 0). Find component k, (k 6= j), so that |µj − µk|
is minimal. Because of the prediction from the previous kernel center, we obtain that the new transformed µ̃kj
are Laplacian-distributed centered around zero. Next, sort all other kernel parameters (πj , RXjY Yj
, sj) using the
same permutation.
The priors πj are not Laplacian-distributed, however, they can be easily transformed to have a Laplace
distribution. First, shift the mode onto zero. Secondly, negate every second value in order to have symmetry
around zero. Consequently, we arrive at a transformed π̃j which has a Laplacian distribution. The values of
RXjY Yj
and sj are relatively close to being Laplacian-distributed from the start and are thus not further processed.
Each kernel’s RXjXj is matched to the covariance dictionary and it’s index is saved. These indexes are uniformly
distributed as the dictionary method is a form of non-linear quantization, and are thus coded without arithmetic
coding.
Finally, we can conclude that the resulting coefficients (π̃j , µ̃j , RXjY Yj
, sj) are Laplacian-distributed per pa-
rameter and are then further processed for arithmetic coding according to the desired precision for each type of
coefficient as follows.
3.2.2 Distribution merging, quantization and arithmetic coding
The transformed priors π̃j , the 8D differenced centers µ̃j , the 5 dimensions in RXjY Yj
, and the shape magnitude
sj are concatenated in one 1 + 8 + 5 + 1 = 15D vector s per kernel. We arrive at a K × 15 matrix of kernel





with ci ≥ 1 being the ratio determining how much more subsampled the coefficient i needs to be compared to
the spatial coordinates of the kernel. We thus set c4 = c5 = 1 as the baseline, i.e. ci with i 6∈ {4, 5} determines
how much less important coefficient i is compared to the spatial location center (µ4j , µ
5
j ). Hereby we assume
that the precision of the location always will be the highest compared to the other coefficients. Consequently,
the distribution of the coefficient i with ci > 1 is squeezed together, resulting in less bits being spent on these
parameters. Finally, we vectorize the matrix column-wise into one stream of 15×K symbols.
Next, quantization is performed uniformly based on the limits of s. As such, we are able to combine different
quantization steps for each coefficient, while still using a single arithmetic coder. The same laplacian adaptive
arithmetic coder is employed as in.23 Hereby, only the mean and variance of the source needs to be transmitted,
as such, we do not need to transmit the full probability per symbol. Finally, after each symbol that has been
processed, the distribution is adapted both at encoder and decoder side.
4. EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Setup
For the three light field sequences cats, train1 and train2 ,24 we evaluated the coding performance of three
different MV-HEVC scenarios and compared them to the SMoE light field video coding approach described in
Sec. 3. The dataset consists of two light field video sequences of resolution 512 × 352 and one at 544 × 320 at
30 fps for approximately 100 frames and 8× 8 views. Note that the sequences originate from interpolating light
fields originating from a plenoptic camera and include some artifacts from this process.24 In Sec. 4.2, a detailed
description of the MV-HEVC configuration used in this work is given.
Figure 5. The three different light field video sequences used in this work. From left to right: cats - 512×352 109 frames,
train1 - 512×352 84 frames, and train2 - 544×320 97 frames.
In order to assess the objective quality of the whole light field video, all views at every frame should be
assessed. However, in order to speed up the measurements, we choose one view per frame and iterate over five
possible views. The five randomly chosen views are view(2,2), view(3,6), view(4,4), view(6,7) and view(7,2),
where for instance view(2,2) corresponds to view with [X,Y ] coordinates equal to [2, 2].
4.2 MV-HEVC
For comparison we used the MV-HEVC reference software HM-16.5,13,25 for encoding and decoding the three
different light field video sequences in three different scenarios. In the first scenario, we investigated the case
of independently encoding every frame and every view (MVC-allIntra) for enabling random access in time and
space. In the second scenario, we enable inter-frame prediction but not inter-view prediction (MVC-interFrame)
i.e, for every different light field video view, subsequent frames can be predicted from previous or following
frames but they cannot use frames from other views as a reference. In the last scenario, we enable both inter-
view and inter-frame prediction (MVC-full) to present a more efficient fully-referenced light field coding scheme
but without random access capabilities.
For enabling dependencies between views, we allowed every view to be predicted by two other already coded
views. First of all, we indexed the views in the 2D space by using a rather modified spiral scanning technique as
shown in Fig. 6 (left). Starting from the corners of the grid, we then scan the 2D space by revolving in a clock-
wise way until we reach the center viewpoints. Obviously, the number of possible matrix scanning topologies
is unlimited, and other techniques such as raster scan or Zig-zag scan can also be used. However, as seen in
Wang et al, by increasing the number of bi-directional dependencies in the encoding structure, the bitrate can
be reduced and on top of that, vertical correlations should also be considered for a more optimal prediction
structure.26 Therefore, in this work, bi-directional referenced frames in time, and views in space, have been
maximized for comparing the SMoE coder to a more efficient MV-HEVC light field coding scheme. There is a
vast amount of possibilities to choose which view can be referenced from which two other views. In this work, we
choose to start the coding process by first encoding the corner views of the light field view grid, and as we follow
the modified reverse spiral structure, we choose to always reference the closest horizontal, vertical or diagonal
views by slightly preferring the horizontal domain since the human visual system is more biased to horizontal
correlations.27 An example of the inter-view prediction structure for a downscaled 4×4 views case is shown in
Fig. 6 (right).
1 4 5 20 21 6 7 2
19 28 29 36 37 30 31 8
18 47 48 49 50 51 38 9
27 46 59 60 61 52 39 22
26 45 58 63 62 53 40 23
17 44 57 56 55 54 41 10
16 35 34 43 42 33 32 11
3 15 14 25 24 13 12 0
P B B B
B B B B
B B B B
B B B I
Figure 6. Grid view of the 8×8 light field view ordering structure (left) and inter-view prediction structure for a 4 × 4
views case (right). Similar referencing structure has been derived for the 8× 8 case.
4.3 Results
In this section we present the comparison results for light field video coding between the MV-HEVC configured as
in Sec. 4.2, and the presented light field video coding framework as described in Sec. 2. Bitrates were calculated as
the total file size divided by the duration of the sequence. We compared bitrate versus video quality and therefore
we present RD-curves by using Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and the Structural Similarity (SSIM) index
as the video quality assessment metrics for this work. However, we believe that a subjective quality assessment
would be useful in this work as well, since it is not yet clear which objective video quality metrics are best fitted
for evaluating light field video. Therefore, in Fig. 8 we present an example of a subjective comparison between
SMoE and the best inter-predicted MV-HEVC configuration used in this work. As it can be observed, the spatial
artifacts introduced by SMoE, such as blurriness (spatial and temporal), are more visible, while for MV-HEVC
blocking artifacts are more present than blurriness. Note here, that temporal blocking artifacts can also be
clearly observed during video playback for the MV-HEVC case, whereas SMoE has strong view consistency over
angular and temporal dimensions. Superior view consistency compared to MV-HEVC along angular dimensions
for static light fields has been shown in previous work.11



























Figure 7. RD-curves for the three datasets cats, train1 and train2 when coded with different MV-HEVC configurations. For
better visualization, logarithmic scale has been used. It can be observed, that by adding one level of random accessibility
to our configuration, the bitrate increases by a factor of ×10.
(a) SMoE @265 kbps (b) HEVC @436 kbps
(c) SMoE @244 kbps (d) HEVC @506 kbps
(e) SMoE @227 kbps (f) HEVC @474 kbps
Figure 8. Subjective comparison of SMoE (left) vs. MV-HEVC (right) used in this work for datasets cats (top), train1
(middle) and train2 (bottom) both at 33dB, 32dB and 30dB PSNR respectively. However, the bitrate savings for this
example are in the range of 50% for SMoE.
In Fig. 7, it is shown the RD-performance of the MVC-allIntra and MVC-interFrame scenarios (see Sec. 4.2)
for three different light field video sequences. In these different random access scenarios, MV-HEVC performs
well as expected, however it ranges in higher bitrates when compared to MVC-full and SMoE. Therefore, we
only present a comparison of MVC-full and SMoE in Fig. 9, where for every test sequence the RD-curves are
presented. As mentioned in Sec. 1, SMoE is competitive at low- to mid- bitrates and that can be seen in our end
results (Fig. 9). However, while for MV-HEVC the bitrate and video quality increases linearly, for SMoE there
is an early cut-off point in terms of quality at 0.955, 0.95 and 0.85 for SSIM, and 35.5dB, 34dB, 32dB PSNR for
cats, train1 and train2 respectively.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have proposed a coding scheme for SMoE models by removing redundancy between the Gaus-
sian kernel parameters and by using arithmetic coding on the transformed parameters. Furthermore, we have
experimentally evaluated the efficiency of the proposed scheme on SMoE models that represent light field videos,
i.e. having a 5D coordinate space and a 3D YCbCr color space. We used MV-HEVC for light field video coding
as the state-of-the-art reference. Results showed that for low- to mid-range bitrates, SMoE can outperform
MV-HEVC with only a single I-frame (i.e. with low random access capabilities) in terms of PSNR and SSIM
with bitrate savings of up to 75% on a dataset of three short-baselined light field videos.
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Figure 9. Rate-distortion performance of MV-HEVC versus SMoE for three different light field video sequences. For
MV-HEVC the MVC-full configuration has been used, which exploits both inter-frame and inter-view dependencies. For
low- to mid-bitrates SMoE can already reach acceptable objective quality in terms of PSNR and SSIM.
Apart from coding gain, SMoE models offer a number of additional features such as pixel-level parallel
decoding, and granular random access (after decoding the kernel parameters), however, this has been less the
focus of this work and remain to be further investigated and compared. Further optimization of the SMoE
modeling approach (such as MSE-optimization) and coding techniques is ongoing research. Additionally, further
experimental evaluation on longer sequences or other types of light fields (e.g. more wide-baselined) remains
to be explored. Finally, light field video compression and especially the evaluation of the performance of such
algorithms in terms of quality and view consistency is not well understood at this point and remains an active
research track. However, it is clear that the SMoE framework and associated coding methods are very promising
representations for higher dimensional image modalities.
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